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Agenda topics

SingStrong – Feb 28 – March 1
District Assessment – March 8
Activity Fees
PCA membership – discussion and potential motion
to automatically put Board members and
Chairperson of each committee on Bronze
membership status for the year they serve.
Personal donations would entitle bump up to next
appropriate level (TBD calculations) based on
donation.
Writing campaign to ask for donations from the
Reston Chamber of Commerce
Mixed bag Fundraiser

SLHS Chorus PCA
Monthly Meeting
2/6/13
7:00 PM

Attendees:

Agenda topics

SingStrong
Discussion: Marcia is setting up Sign Up Genius for all of the parent volunteer positions. Positions that
have been held by Sr Parents for numerous years (Marcia, Kristin, Stephanie) will have shadows so
someone will know how to do those jobs in coming years. The sign up list for the students will go up on
the door in Rita’s room
Beth Quinn is working to get auction items from the community. Marcia will reach out to the parents for
auction items.
Tracy Waller has started looking for food donation volunteers. She needs a letter with the PCA Tax
exempt # on.
All the vendors can send their logos to Judy at Judy@singstrong.org, so they can show up on the slide
show.
We need to make a plan figure out how to get the audience members out of and into the 1st and 2nd
concerts on Saturday night in a timely manner, while also making sure that they go into the cafeteria to
bib on the auction items during the last few minutes of the silent auction
Need to change how ticket pick up will be, with 5 lanes, and better signage.

District Assessment
Discussion: Rita and Stephanie met on the morning of 2/6/13 to discuss parent/volunteer needs (everyone
who came to the PCA meeting got a copy of the notes from that meeting)
A decision has been made to sell water only.
Since District Assessment is falling on SAT Saturday, the schedule is a challenge. Rita will get us the
exact schedule shortly; however, it looks like it should be Friday, March 8, 8:30am – 9:30pm, Sat, March
9, 12:30pm – 9:30pm.
There will be up to 39 choirs coming
Rita will probably schedule 2 SLHS choruses on Friday, and 2 for Saturday
After Marcia gets the Singstrong Sign Up Genius up and running she will help Stephanie set up a District
Assessment Sign up Genius.
The Pre-Assessment Concert is on March 6. (I went back through my minutes of previous PCA meetings,
and in the minutes from the 9/5/2021 meeting, I found that Chamber Singers parents are in charge of this
concert.)

Activity Fees

Discussion:
This has been taken care of

PCA membership – discussion and potential motion
to automatically put Board members and
Chairperson of each committee on Bronze
membership status for the year they serve.
Personal donations would entitle bump up to next
appropriate level (TBD calculations) based on
donation.

Discussion:
Motion second and approved. Motion passed.

Debrief of Pyramid Workshop & Lesson’s Learned
Discussion: The only main problem came when trying to feed the kids, and that was only for the 10
minutes that it took to give everyone food. They also ran out of plates.
Rita will talk to the HS students to see if they have some suggestions on their end for lessons learned.
The attitude of the HS students was really bad, so maybe we need to add another parent volunteer position
as someone to be an extra pair of eyes for Rita to keep an eye on the HS students
Rita will send an email to the parents telling them that the behavior of the kids was not ok
We need to figure out a way to get to the kids to do what is expected of them (see below)

What can we do to get
the kids to behave/
Discussion: Starting with the Pre-Assessment concert on March 6, Rita will have all the (upperclassmen?)
girls come in on a certain day with their full concert attire to try on for her to see how it fits. If they don’t
bring it, they will get a 0 for the day.
Every student will have to sign in with a parent volunteer when they arrive for the concert. If they are
late, (without a pre-arranged reason) or if they do not sign they will get a 0 for the concert.
Any student who comes to the concert without full concert attire can call home for what they are missing.
If they are not in full concert attire by the time the concert starts, they will not be allowed to perform, and
will get a 0 concert
Any student who is in full concert attire, but who is wrinkled and ratty, will also receive a 0 for the
concert.
When a student is performing in a concert, and the attire is their own, if it is something that does not fit
within FCPS guidelines (i.e. too short) the student will be asked to call home and get something else to
wear, or will not be allowed to perform and get a 0 for the concert.
It will be up to the PCA members/parent volunteers to enforce these new rules, and point these infractions
out to Rita on concert nights. She is the only one who can decide who can perform or not.

Mixed Bag Fundraiser
Discussion:
Will look at in the Fall as a fundraiser for next year

Writing campaign to ask for donations from the Reston
Chamber of Commerce
Discussion: Not Discussed. Will put on March agenda

